Biology - Biotechnology
Week 03/30/20
Reading:
● Annotate the article: How to spin synthetic spider silk
○ Underline important ideas
○ Circle important words
○ Put a “?” next to something you want to know more about
Activity:
● Design animal and plant traits-based products
○ Based on the spider silk article, design your own products from using plant and
animal traits. Use of biotic traits
Writing:
● Read the article A fungus plus a spider toxin equals a weapon to kill mosquitoes
○ Answer writing prompt at the end of the article.
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How to spin synthetic spider silk
New method combines protein parts from two species to mimic spiders

Anna Rising (left) and Jan Johansson (right) hold up golden silk orb-weaver spiders, also called Nephila
clavipes, at their lab at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden.
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In the comics, Spiderman hurls his spider silk at will. In real life, making artificial — or synthetic
— spider silk is not nearly as easy. But researchers now have found a way to make the flexible
yet super-strong strands.
“Now we can do it the way the way that spiders do it,” says Anna Rising.
She works at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Uppsala and the Karolinska
Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. As a medical biochemist, she studies chemical processes
important in living things. Rising initially became a veterinarian. Then she got interested in the

challenge of making synthetic spider silk. It
could be a big help for medicine, for
manufacturing and even for producing gear
to protect soldiers.
Rising teamed with up Jan Johansson,
another medical biochemist at those schools.
Spider silk proteins interested him because
of his work on Alzheimer’s disease. In that
illness, a protein clumps in the brain. Those
clumps block normal brain functions and
damage nerve cells. And how the proteins
come together is similar in both cases.
The idea for the new process developed as
the scientists studied what spiders do
naturally.
Each molecule of spider silk protein is like a
long chain with three basic parts. The longest
Although Spiderman’s web-slinging powers are makebelieve, scientists have now managed to do the real
thing on a much smaller scale, in the lab. The results
could have many possible uses.

part has segments that repeat over and over
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microscope, it would look like towers of

(which are known as “repeats”). If you look at
that long part under a high-powered
stacked Lego blocks connected by springs,

explains Randy Lewis. He’s a biochemist at Utah State University in Logan and didn’t work on
the project. The Lego-stack areas provide strength, he notes. The springy sections give the
material elasticity, or stretch.
A separate part of the spider silk protein is found at the start of that long portion. Another part
attaches to the end. Silk proteins can hook onto each other when the silk is spun. That makes
long lengths of silk fibers.
Spiders have glands in their abdomens that contain the silk-making proteins in a water-based
solution. To make synthetic spider silk, Rising’s team needed building blocks that would form a

similar starting protein.

Explainer: What is PCR?

Rising started by collecting fishing spiders from South
Africa. (Their scientific name is Euprosthenops australis.)
Then she, Johansson and other researchers studied the spider’s silk and its genes. From this,
they figured out which part of the spider’s genetic code would make the silk protein. To make
lots of copies of those DNA segments, they used a process called the polymerase (Puh-LIM-urace) chain reaction, or PCR.
Rising and Johannsson’s group then put that
genetic material into bits their DNA that
would enter into bacteria easily. The bacteria
added these bits to its DNA and could now
make parts of the natural silk. But there was
one problem. The small amounts they made
were not very soluble in water. That meant
the team wouldn’t be able to mix it into a
water-based solution like that contained in
the spiders’ silk glands.
Meanwhile, Chinese researchers did similar
work with an Asian spider, Araneus
ventricosus. The two groups joined forces and
designed a hybrid protein. They chose the
parts from each spider species that would be
most soluble in water. The starting part came
from the African spider’s silk. The end part
was from the Asian spider. For the middle,
Araneus ventricosus is one of two species whose DNA
was used by researchers to design a new synthetic
spider protein.
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the researchers used two repeats from the
African spider. (That spider’s natural silk
protein has about 100 such repeats.)
The team coached bacteria to make this

hybrid protein. Then they made a solution of the protein in water, concentrated at up to 50
percent. That’s similar to the concentration in spider glands.

Getting the proteins to make fibers
Next came the challenge of spinning the proteins into fibers. As a spider’s gland pumps out the
solution, the solution’s pH falls. (The pH scale measures how acidic something is. The lower the
pH, the more acidic it is.) Rising’s group figured it needed to do something similar.
To mimic the way spider silk becomes more
acidic as it’s spun out, the group’s new
process pumps the solution through a thin
tube. The diameter of the tube’s tip narrows
at the end. That forces the protein solution
into a jet stream. The stream empties into a
beaker with an acidic, water-based solution.
As the jet stream of protein goes through
that liquid, its pH drops. The individual
proteins then link up. This makes them fall

Synthetic spider silk can be wound onto spools after
it’s formed.
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out of the solution as fibers. The resulting
strand of synthetic silk can be pulled out of the beaker and wound onto a spool or card.
The team’s study appears in the January 9 issue of Nature Chemical Biology.

Toward even stronger silk
Lewis’s group at Utah State had already managed to dissolve spider silk proteins in water. In
2015, these researchers reported making them into a silk using a different method. However,
the protein level in that solution was much lower than what Rising’s group achieved.
Lewis notes that the silk protein made by Rising and Johansson’s group has only a couple of
repeats. More repeats in that silk would strengthen the strands, he suspects.
Johansson agrees it might be better to have more repeats. What’s more, he thinks that keeping
the protein highly soluble also is important. And the shorter repeating section probably helps
with that. But silk made with their new process is already about one-third as strong as natural
spider silk. Yet it has just two percent as many repeats as those in the South African spider’s
silk.

The new work is important, Lewis says. “It
provides an interesting opportunity for
maybe simplifying the spinning process
significantly.” And, he adds, if it works for
large proteins, “it is a possible major
advance.”
After all, raising spiders to gather natural silk
is impractical. Each would have to be raised
alone or they might eat each other. And there
would be other challenges.
A synthetic silk could have lots of uses.
“Spider silk has a unique combination of both
strength and elasticity,” Lewis notes. In
medicine, spider silk could work as sutures. It
could repair tendons. It might help damaged
nerves repair themselves. It might even form
a framework for growing replacement tissues
in a lab.
For the military, synthetic spider silk could go
into protective gear. For instance, the strong
fibers might help keep tiny fragments of
explosive devices from penetrating to the
skin and causing infections. In industry,
spider-like silk could be used to make strong,
lightweight parts for airplanes or cars. “One
of the things we’ve discovered is you don’t
even have to use [the silk] to make fibers,”
Lewis says. The proteins could go into
coatings, gels, films or adhesives.
More work must be done before this
synthetic silk is ready for mass production.

This close-up shows how synthetic spider silk forms
after a solution with protein hits an acidic bath and
the pH falls.
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Yet after 13 years, Rising is glad her
international team finally found a way to
mimic how spiders spin their own silk. “It’s
been one of the projects where everything
basically just works,” she says.

This is one in a series presenting news on technology and innovation, made possible with
generous support from the Lemelson Foundation.
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Uses of Biotic Traits
Scientists are looking to create various items from spider silk to benefit society. They are using spider silk to create stitches in the medical field or
clothing for soldiers that protects them from shrapnel. They are not using spider silk from actual spiders, but rather they are using the DNA of spiders to
create their own version of silk in the laboratory using bacteria. What other animal or plant traits could be used to create products using their DNA?
Brainstorm some ideas that scientists could use to create other products based on animal and plant DNA. Complete the table below.
Organism
(Animal/Plant)

Trait

Product

Roses

Fragrance

Perfume

Reason for Product
I chose to create this perfume because I wanted to create a perfume that smells just like a
rose and not a chemical or fake flower like other perfumes.

HEALTH & MEDICINE

A fungus plus a spider toxin equals a weapon to kill mosquitoes
In almost-outdoor experiments, an engineered fungus killed malaria-spreading insects

A new tactic swats at malaria by infecting the disease-carrying mosquitoes with a toxic fungus.
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Malaria currently afflicts more than 200 million people across 87 countries. And the mosquitoborne disease kills about 435,000 of those people each year. Some of the mosquitoes that
spread malaria no longer die when exposed to insecticides. That’s prompted scientists to try a
new tactic: They’re infecting the insects with a modified fungus — one able to kill them with a
spider poison.
The new tests show great promise. The fungus wiped out mosquito populations within two
generations. If the result holds up, the modified fungus may one day become a tool for slowing
the spread of malaria.

Some 92 in every 100 cases of malaria and 93 in every 100 deaths from the disease occur in
Africa, according to the World Health Organization. So scientists decided to set up their new
fungal trial in the West African nation of Burkina Faso.
The fungus — Metarhizium pingshaense (Meh-tah-RY-zee-um Ping-SHENZ) — infects and kills
mosquitoes. Researchers made it even deadlier to the insects by adding a spider gene. That
gene makes a spider-bite toxin called Hybrid. “We’re just bypassing the spider fangs and
getting the fungus to do the same job,” says Raymond St. Leger. He’s an entomologist at the
University of Maryland in College Park.
He was part of the team that engineered the fungus. It makes Hybrid, but only when it’s in the
mosquito version of blood. This substance is called hemolymph.
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Researchers have engineered a mosquito-killing fungus to be even more deadly. (The fungus is the white
patches on the mosquito carcass at left, green at right.) This fungus makes a spider toxin when it contacts
the mosquito version of blood.

In laboratory trials in 2011, researchers tested other engineered fungi, ones related to M.
pingshaense. Those fungi infected and killed mosquitoes and the malaria-causing parasites that
they carried. (These fungi don’t harm people, other insects or animals.) “That’s all well and
good, but what happens in the lab doesn’t necessarily translate into field conditions,” notes
Brian Lovett, also at Maryland. He’s an insect pathologist and bioengineer who worked on both
studies.

The fungi don’t hold up well in heat or under ultraviolet light. So to learn more, researchers
needed to test the fungi outdoors. Or, as close to outdoors as possible. But because the
engineered M. pingshaense carries a foreign gene, researchers also needed to be cautious. “We
can’t just waltz out into the open field and start applying it to people’s houses,” Lovett says.

No more mosquitoes
Lovett’s team worked with scientists and villagers in a western region of Burkina Faso where
malaria is common.
First, they built a giant frame. Then they enclosed it with two layers of netting. The team
divided the frame into sections with huts on the inside. In each hut, a black cloth hung on one
wall. This gave female mosquitoes a place to rest after feeding. The cloths were coated in
sesame oil to help fungal spores stick. One hut had a cloth with no spores. Another had normal
spores for fungi that don’t make the spider toxin. The third hut’s cloth held spores for Hybridmaking fungi.
Researchers then put 1,000 adult male mosquitoes and 500 females into each hut. The bugs
were insecticide-resistant mosquitoes. Local people had collected them as larvae and eggs
from puddles.
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Entomologist Etienne Bilgo observes a mosquito breeding puddle. The puddle is inside a net-encased
structure called the MosquitoSphere. Bilgo is part of a team that tested how well a genetically engineered
fungus killed malaria mosquitoes.

When the mosquitoes mate, females dive into a swarm of males. Afterward, females must feed
on blood to nourish their eggs. For three nights each week, the researchers put calves into the
huts. The mosquitoes drank blood from these baby cows. The researchers then counted how
many adult mosquitoes survived in following generations.
In the hut without the fungus, 921 mosquitoes hatched in the first generation. About 25 days
later, in the second generation, there were 1,396 hatchlings. In the hut with the normal fungus,
just 436 mosquitoes in the first generation and 455 in the second. That hinted that the fungus
alone could keep numbers down. But it didn’t wipe out the insects.
In the hut with the fungi that made the Hybrid toxin, 399 mosquitoes hatched in the first
generation. In the second generation, only 13 adults survived. That’s not enough mosquitoes
to form a mating swarm. So the population was essentially wiped out, Lovett explains.
His team repeated the experiment three times during the rainy season from June to October.
Each time, they got similar results.

The researchers shared their findings May 31 in Science.

Swifter death
Survival of captured mosquitoes following exposure to a fungus engineered to make a
spider toxin
In an outdoor study enclosed by nets, a
genetically engineered fungus (orange line)
killed mosquitoes more quickly than the
unaltered fungus (yellow). The fungus was
Metarhizium pingshaense. Both versions of
the fungus killed roughly 75 percent of
mosquitoes over two weeks. But the
engineered fungus worked faster. “Control”
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mosquitoes were not exposed to either
fungus.

Better than nature?
“The results are exciting, but there’s still a lot of work to be done,” says Adriana Costero-Saint
Denis. She’s an entomologist (insect biologist) at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases in Rockville, Md. That institute helped fund the research. The researchers still need to
work out some details, Costero-Saint Denis says. For example, what’s the best place to hang
the cloth? From the ceiling? On the walls? In bedrooms? Or perhaps near doors and windows?
Costero-Saint Denis does think the study’s setting was “better than the lab.” Although the
setting was somewhat artificial, she notes, the temperature and humidity were natural.
Researchers will have to see if the engineered fungi work well in future real-world tests. If so,
the fungi could be combined with insecticides or other tools to tackle malaria, says Nsa Dada.
She’s a medical entomologist with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta,
Ga. A host of different mosquito species can transmit malaria. The new tests used just one.
Dada wonders if the fungus would work as well against those other species.

As good as the new study was, it doesn’t prove that the engineered fungus is an improvement
over nature, says Matthew Thomas. He’s an ecological entomologist at Pennsylvania State
University in State College.
In two weeks, the genetically modified fungus cut the study’s mosquito populations by about
three-quarters. But other species of unmodified fungi can kill 100 percent of mosquitoes in five
or six days, says Thomas.
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Writing Prompt: What advantages are there to using this hybrid fungus? What
disadvantages could there be using the fungus? How could it impact the environment?
Explain why you think the scientists should or should not begin using this fungus in areas
suffering from Malaria?

